Textile Recycle
(Sustainability)
1– Post Consumer

2– Post Industry.
Post Consumer

Causes:

- Worn-out.
- Fast Fashion.
Post Industry
Final Products
Manufacturing
Market Status

- Consumer is aware of the environmental impact but not ready yet for the change. Maybe because it is not yet marketed properly.

- Industry is not mature yet.

- A lot of products produced of recycled material is in the market without labeled as regenerated/Sustainable.

- Trade is still mostly Interested in it if there is a price advantage.
Advantage

- Yarn produced is colored—No dying needed:
  - Less Chemicals.
  - Less water.

- In Certain countries they burn the textile waste. this causes:
  - Increase of Carbon Footprint.
  - Danger of fire.
Textile Waste.

Business Opportunity

NEW COMMODITY
THANK YOU